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Alice in Wonderland: An Illustrated Journey Through Time
Mark Salisbury
Disney Editions
c/o Disney Hyperion
125 West End Avenue, New York, NY 10023
www.disneyhyperionbooks.com

Alice in Wonderland: An Illustrated Journey Through Time is published nearly sixty years after Carroll's classic and is based on a new silent film pilot which began a series, and captures the creations of Walt Disney as he evolved animation projects around Alice and revived the classic with new art and inspirational themes. From book to theme park attraction and beyond, Alice in Wonderland: An Illustrated Journey Through Time captures the cinematic prowess of Disney and the results of his efforts, and packs in gorgeous color photos throughout to accent not just various Alice renditions, but the changing approaches which have helped redefine the classic story for new visual audiences.

The Accidental Taxonomist, second edition
Heather Hedden
Information Today Inc.
143 Old Marlton Pike, Medford, NJ 08055-8750
9781573875288, $39.50, www.infotoday.com

The second updated edition of The Accidental Taxonomist provides an in-depth guide to building information taxonomies and comes from an expert instructor who offers a step-by-step assessment of the process. Her latest edition updates taxonomy standards, includes the latest research and reference materials including new data, and expands various discussion points, while new real-world examples explain the software, design process, and the creation and management of taxonomy programs. Add specific routines from automatic indexing to creating associative relationships and you have a reference that is a 'must' for any collection strong in taxonomy development.
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